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ABSTRACT 

The new next-generation sequencing platforms by Oxford Nanopore Technologies for 

direct RNA sequencing (direct RNA-seq) allow for an in-depth and comprehensive study of 

the epitranscriptome by enabling direct base calling of RNA modifications. Non-coding RNAs 

constitute the most frequently documented targets for RNA modifications. However, the 

current standard direct RNA-seq approach is unable to detect many of these RNAs. Here we 

present NERD-seq, a sequencing approach which enables the detection of multiple classes 

of non-coding RNAs excluded by the current standard approach. Using total RNA from a 

tissue with high known transcriptional and non-coding RNA activity in mouse, the brain 

hippocampus, we show that, in addition to detecting polyadenylated coding and non-coding 

transcripts as the standard approach does, NERD-seq is able to significantly expand the 

representation for other classes of RNAs such as snoRNAs, snRNAs, scRNAs, srpRNAs, 

tRNAs, rRFs and non-coding RNAs originating from LINE L1 elements. Thus, NERD-seq 

presents a new comprehensive direct RNA-seq approach for the study of epitranscriptomes 

in brain tissues and beyond. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Since the advent of RNA sequencing (1,2), our understanding of the transcriptome and its 

regulation has grown substantially(3). By improving the context of transcriptome analysis, RNA 

sequencing allows for an improved understanding of the effects of cellular regulation(4,5), the 

environment(6,7), and disease pathology(8,9), on transcription changes and regulation. 

Since RNA sequencing’s introduction as an essential molecular biology tool, many 

technological iterations have occurred. From the initial iteration of sequencing by synthesis of 

cDNA, through improved technologies such as 454 pyrosequencing(10), and eventually the 

Illumina sequencing platform(11), a number of limitations have been identified. In particular, 

although short read sequencing is both powerful and exceptionally high throughput on the Illumina 

sequencing platform, the need to fragment longer RNA polynucleotides and the need to reverse 

transcribe the RNA and PCR amplify the cDNA before the sequencing makes identification of 

RNA modifications(12), and variations in RNA structure and RNA splicing(13,14)  challenging, 

complicated and expensive, while increasing the probability of sequencing and analysis errors(15-

17). 

Recent technological iterations show promise in addressing many of the above challenges 

associated with RNA sequencing. Third-generation sequencing is dominated by the PacBio and 

Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) sequencing platforms and has made long read – whole 

molecule – polynucleotide sequencing possible(18-22). Most promising, the Nanopore platforms 

enable us to sequence native RNA polynucleotides in their whole form, without the need for 

replacement by cDNA and subsequent amplification(23-25). Although Nanopore sequencing is 

capable of sequencing cDNA and cDNA amplicons(25), the sequencing of the native RNA strand 

(direct RNA-seq) allows the resolution of modified RNA nucleotides to provide context to the 

epitranscriptome(19,26), while reducing the library preparation and analysis complexity(27,28). 

Over 100 unique RNA modifications have been described(29), including adenosine to 

inosine (A-to-I) edits, pseudouridylation, and methylation on multiple sites on the nucleotide 

base(30-35). Non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) constitute frequent targets of these modifications with 

emerging significance for human health and disease. For example, higher A-to-I editing ratios in 

SINE RNAs have been linked to reduced severity in some viral infections such as that by SARS-

CoV-2(36), and reduced A-to-I editing ratios have been linked to multiple sclerosis(37). 

Additionally, m6A modifications are thought to encourage circular RNA formation by back 

splicing(38) and inosines in tRNAs allow for wobble base pairing for redundant codon recognition, 

dysfunction of which may cause intellectual disability(39). Direct RNA-seq has exhibited the ability 
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to detect these RNA modifications in recent research studies(28,40,41) by analyzing perturbations 

in the ionic trace plots produced by Nanopore sequencing.  

Despite the promise of Nanopore sequencing to deconvolute the above native edits, the 

process of direct RNA-seq using standard, polyadenylation (poly(A))-selecting Nanopore library 

preparations, eliminates the possibility for capturing many of the ncRNAs that constitute the vast 

majority of editing substrates without modifying the library preparation method(23,32,42-44). 

Some of the substrates that may be omitted include among others tRNAs, snoRNAs, snRNAs, 

scRNAs and other cellular non-poly(A) RNAs as well as viral RNAs. Here, we present an 

approach, called NERD-seq, to expand the ncRNA representation in Nanopore direct RNA-seq 

to include these classes of ncRNAs.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Post mortem hippocampal tissues 

Mice were raised and had tissue extracted as described previously(45). Left and right mouse 

hippocampus tissue were homogenized separately in 1.0mL Trizol reagent: 15-minute incubation 

and subsequent grinding using a pestle until nothing but insoluble connective tissue remained. 

The homogenized mix was pipetted up and down and the solution was stored at -80°C. 0.5mL of 

homogenized mixture was phase separate by the addition of 100L of chloroform (Sigma, C2432) 

and mixed by inversion, incubated for three minutes and centrifuged at 12,500xg for fifteen 

minutes at 4C. The top (aqueous) layer was transferred to a new tube and mixed with 250L of 

isopropanol (Fisher, 67-63-0), followed by a 1-hour incubation at -20C and centrifugation at 

12,500xg for ten minutes at 4C. The supernatant was removed and the pellet was washed and 

mixed with 0.5mL of 75% ethanol, followed by a centrifugation at 7 600xg for five minutes at 4C. 

The supernatant was removed and the pellet was allowed to dry for 1 minute before eluting in 

30L of nuclease free H2O. The eluted RNA was heated at 55C for fifteen minutes, and 

subsequently incubated with 1L of DNaseI (NEB, M0303), 10L of 10x DNaseI buffer (NEB, 

B0303), and 39L of nuclease free H2O for 15 minutes at 37C. The RNA was further cleaned 

using the Zymo Research RNA clean and concentrator kit -25 (R1017) and combined in equal 

densities (left and right RNA) The RNA was stored at -80C. 

 

Direct RNA sequencing using Nanopore   
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For the standard approach we used the ONT SQK_RNA002 kit and the direct RNA-seq protocol, 

listed at the Nanopore Community portal (https://nanoporetech.com/community) with 1.5ug total 

RNA as starting material. In both the standard and the the NRED-seq protocol, ligations were 

performed for 15min instead of 10min, to increase yield. For NERD-seq, the standard protocol 

was further modified as follows: 1.5ug total RNA was separated into two fractions (short and long 

RNA) using the Invitrogen MirVana kit (AM1561) with a modified protocol as described before in 

our short RNA-seq approach for illumina (45-48). 90uL of the short RNA elution fraction was 

polyadenylated using 12uL 10x polyA polymerase buffer (NEB, B0276), 12uL 10mM ATP (NEB, 

B0756A), 6uL polyA polymerase (NEB, M0276) and incubated at 37C for 30min. The 

polyadenylated short fraction and the long fraction were combined and purified and concentrated 

using the RNeasy MinElute kit (Qiagen, 74204). 12uL of the RNA was adaptor ligated using 4uL 

NEBNext Quick ligation buffer (B6058), 0.66uL RNA CS (Nanopore), 1.3uL RTA adaptor 

(Nanopore), 2uL 2 000 000U T4 DNA ligase (NEB, M0202). The reaction was incubated at room 

temperature for 10 minutes. The sample was subsequently reverse transcribed using 1.5uL of the 

Lucigen OmniAmp polymerase (F831942-1), 10uL 10x OmniAmp buffer (Lucigen, F883707-1), 

8uL dNTP (NEB, N0447), 6uL 100mM MgSO4 (Lucigen, F98695-1), 10uL Betaine (Lucigen, 

F881901-1), 5uL random primer mix (NEB, S1330), and 39.5uL RNase free H2O. The mixture 

was incubated for 50C – 10min, 70C – 20min. Samples were cleaned by 2.88x Omega Mag-Bind 

TotalPure NGS beads. The 20uL library was ligated to the Nanopore RMX adaptor using 6uL 

RMX adaptor (Nanopore), 8uL NEBNext quick ligation buffer, 3uL RNase free H2O, and 3uL 2 

000 000U T4 DNA ligase and incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature. The adapted library 

was 1x bead cleaned using the Omega Mag-Bind TotalPure NGS beads, eluted in Nanopore 

elution buffer. Library was loaded onto Nanopore PromethION according to manufacturer’s 

instructions (flow cells were version 9.4.1). 

 

Bioinformatics analysis 

The RNA sequencing data was aligned using minimap2 (PMID: 29750242) version 2.17 against 

the GRCm38/mm10 Mouse Genome. Minimap2 was used with the options: -x sr to optimize for 

short RNA reads. Aligned sam files were converted to bam format using samtools version 1.7(49). 

Bam to bed conversion was performed using bedtools version v2.26.0(50). Intersections were 

performed using bedtools v2.26.0 and with the intersect options:  -s -wa -u -e -f 0.8. Annotations 

were retrieved from UCSC Table Browser (https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTables); 

specifically, GENCODE V23, GENCODE V25, and RepeatMasker (as of Jan 2021); with 
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subsequent filtering for specific families of elements. The number of lines in the intersected bed 

files (corresponding to number of reads which occur within respective annotation file) are taken 

as a percentage of the total number of reads present in the pre-intersection bed file, thus giving 

proportion of reads which fall into the category represented by each annotation. TSS annotation 

is based on the Eponine annotation (51), and rRNA annotation was done using the Seqmonk 

default annotation. Models of read distribution around the TSS of various genomic elements were 

performed using the Babraham NGS analysis suite Seqmonk 1.38.2 

(https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/seqmonk/). In brief, we constructed 

metagene models around a hypothetical set of genomic points, such as the transcription start site 

and subsequently plotted the distribution of read counts from all contributing elements for each 

position. Then the numbers of reads at the same strand with the element around each different 

TSS were calculated and attributed to defined points in the model. Relative density or cumulative 

distributions at the metagene plots were generated using Seqmonk. 

 

Data access 

NERD-seq data have been deposited to GEO with access number GSE171312 (RNA sample 

used in the current study is named as “ctrl-6m_3”). 

The external dataset from Sessegolo et al, 2019 was accessed from the European Nucleotide 

Archive, accession: PRJEB27590 

(https://www.genoscope.cns.fr/ont_mouse_rna/datasets_RNA_LR.html). Samples Brain C1 and 

C2 were used for comparison. 

 

RESULTS 

The modified library construction protocol used in NERD-seq bypasses the limitations 

posed by the standard Nanopore direct RNA-seq approach.  

Standard, direct RNA-seq relies on poly(A) selection by using a poly(T)-tethering adaptor 

that base-pairs canonically to the motor protein linked adaptor, facilitating the movement of the 

polynucleotide string through the protein pore (Figure 1A). Nucleotide detection is performed by 

analyzing perturbations of the ionic current in the sequencing membrane(25). By doing so, 

Nanopore sequencing provides a moderately simple method to sequence the poly(A) 

transcriptome, which predominantly represents post-transcriptionally modified mRNAs(23). 

Unfortunately, this method omits many ncRNAs that do not have a poly(A) tail.  
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To address this, we established a Non-coding Enriched RNA Direct sequencing approach 

called NERD-seq. In this modified approach (summarized in Figure 1B), we first separated total 

RNA into two fractions (long and short RNA fraction) using a column-based size enrichment 

approach, which we have used in the past for similar approaches to enrich for short (approx. 

<200nt) ncRNAs with Illumina sequencing (short-RNA-seq)(45,48,52). This column-based 

approach enables for the significant enrichment of short transcripts (although it does not 

completely eliminate very long RNAs)(53). To the short fraction, we added a polyadenine tail using 

a poly(A) polymerase to allow in subsequent steps the short ncRNAs to form canonical base-

pairing to the poly(T) sequencing adaptor and, thus, facilitate its ligation. Additionally, this poly(A) 

addition helps achieve higher accuracy in Nanopore sequencing of short RNAs because the 

beginning of the sequence usually requires some voltage adjustment for accurate basecalling 

and, proportionally, the error rate becomes higher for short reads(54,55). At the same time, full 

length rRNAs that remain at the long RNA fraction, and are usually not desirable due to their 

extremely high read numbers that decrease yield for the other RNA classes, are not subjected to 

the polyadenylation, enabling their exclusion at later protocol steps. After deactivating the poly(A) 

polymerase, the two fractions were pooled again together. Thus, the new sample contains all the 

initial RNAs with a fraction of the short ones being poly-adenylated. 

An additional problem that arises in both Illumina and Nanopore sequencing protocols is 

the ability of highly structured RNA regions to hinder the sequencing process in various ways. In 

the case of Nanopore sequencing, highly structured RNA regions may prevent the pulling of the 

RNA molecule through the pore(25). To this end, although the direct RNA-seq protocol does not 

sequence cDNA, an optional first-strand cDNA synthesis step through a reverse transcriptase is 

recommended to stabilize the native RNA strand and resolve highly structured RNA regions 

commonly observed in SINE RNAs, snoRNAs and other ncRNAs (the cDNA strand is not 

sequenced)(56-58). However, the direct RNA-seq protocol utilizes reverse transcriptases with a 

temperature optimum between 45°C-50°C. At this temperature range some highly structured RNA 

regions remain unresolved resulting in reverse transcriptase pauses and subsequent decrease in 

the length of sequenced transcripts (Figure 2A, grey distribution). To this end, we modified the 

complementary strand synthesis in two ways: Firstly, we reverse transcribed using the OmniAmp 

polymerase (Lucigen, F831942-1). Omniamp is a mutated form of the PyroPhage 3173 DNA 

polymerase(59,60). Omniamp is capable of loop-mediated isothermal amplification that enables 

reverse transcription at a temperature as high as 70°C, which facilitates further RNA unfolding. 

Moreover, to prevent RNA degradation at this temperature, we added random primers and initially 

allowed first-strand synthesis by OmniAmp for 10 minutes at 50°C to “coat” RNAs with protective 
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cDNA strand fragments in multiple locations along their whole length. Since OmniAmp has a 

strong strand displacement activity(56),  all these short first-strand fragments are subsequently 

displaced by the reverse transcribed cDNA strand that is initiated by the poly(T) adaptor.  

  

NERD-seq enables the generation of reads with higher coverage for the non-coding 

genome, while still detecting mRNAs and poly(A) ncRNAs. 

To assess the potential of NERD-seq we selected total RNA from mouse hippocampus, a 

tissue that is very active at the transcriptome and epitranscriptome level(61-63), and performed 

both NERD-seq and standard direct RNA-seq on the same total RNA from this tissue (Figure 1C). 

To our knowledge, there is only one study that has performed direct RNA-seq in neural tissues 

(whole brain)(64), and data from this study have been used as an external dataset for the 

validation of our findings (see supplement). While in that study Sessegolo et al. used the first 

developed platform by ONT, called MinION, we used here our in-house ONT PromethION 

platform, that has approx. a 10-time more yield compared to MinION. This enabled for a first time 

a more in-depth Nanopore sequencing in a neural mouse tissue, and the first direct RNA-seq in 

hippocampus. Both the standard approach and NERD-seq produced very high and comparable 

yields at 3.42 GigaBases (GB) and 3.48 GB, respectively. Consistent with the protocol for NERD-

seq that ensures a higher representation of short RNAs, this similar yield in the overall number of 

sequenced bases translates to different read numbers, (3.6M for standard compared vs. 9.2M for 

NERD-seq). In other words, NERD-seq is able to produce more reads without this affecting its 

overall base yield. Moreover, NERD-seq achieved an even larger N50 number than the standard 

protocol. Read N50 refers to a value where half of the data is contained within reads with alignable 

lengths greater than this. N50 for NERD-seq was 1.84 KB compared to 1.16KB for the standard 

approach. Consistent with the high-temperature first-strand synthesis approach, these results 

confirmed the potential of NERD-seq to increase the average length of produced reads at the 

range around 400nt, to which many ncRNAs belong. Indeed, as shown in Figure 2A, the center 

of the NERD-seq read length distribution (red distribution) is skewed towards reads of higher 

average length (around 400nt). These results show that the inclusion of short and long non-

poly(A) RNAs does not affect the overall yield metrics but does enrich for reads with length 

towards 400nt.  

Then, we questioned how NERD-seq reads compare to those produced by the standard 

approach with regards to their alignment to some of the most prevalent coding and non-coding 

genome elements. To this end, we calculated the percentage of the sequenced reads overlapping 
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(>80% of their length) to coding genes (known exons in mm10) or to regions outside of them 

(introns, intergenic regions). As shown in Figure 2B, standard direct-RNA-seq reads 

predominantly (95% of the total reads) represent coding regions and particularly known exons, 

confirming that the standard approach is primarily tailored towards detecting and studying mRNAs 

and protein-coding genes. In contrast, this percentage falls to 80% in the case of NERD-seq, with 

the portion of reads coming from non-coding regions climbing from 5% to 20%. Finally, LINE 

elements are among the major non-coding elements that are overrepresented in NERD-seq 

compared to the standard approach (Figure 2C). 

Despite the increase of the percentage of reads representing introns and intergenic 

regions in NERD-seq, reads originating from exons still constitute 80% of overall reads, 

suggesting that NERD-seq remains efficient in detecting mRNAs. To test this, we constructed 

metagene models of all known genes and compared the relative read density around their 

transcription site (i.e.  read numbers normalized to the total number of sample reads and elements 

that constitute the metagene). The generation of distribution plots of relative read densities allows 

comparisons of read coverage among different samples for the same set of genomic elements 

that construct the metagene model. As shown in Figure 3A, NERD-seq has been able to detect 

mRNAs as documented by the peak in the read distribution directly downstream of Transcription 

Start Site (TSS). Consistent with the higher enrichment in mRNAs in standard direct RNA-seq vs. 

NERD-seq mentioned above, the relative height of the peak of the distribution at TSS is higher in 

the standard than in NERD-seq (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (KS test) < 0.05). However, a closer 

look to the characteristics of these distributions reveals that, despite being lower at the TSS, the 

NERD-seq distribution consists of proportionally longer transcripts that extend further 

downstream of TSS. This is more obvious when we scale both distributions (Supplementary 

Figure S1), revealing that reads from mRNAs detected by NERD-seq around TSS indeed tend in 

average to be longer than in the standard approach.  

Next, we asked whether NERD-seq can detect also ncRNAs that are known to be 

polyadenylated. To test this, we checked for the expression of ncRNAs generated by one of the 

most frequent SINE elements, the B2 element, which has been described to be 

polyadenylated(65,66). As shown in Figure 3B, as in the case of mRNAs, standard direct RNA-

seq reads are more enriched in B2 RNAs, however, NERD-seq can still detect full-length B2 RNAs 

at sufficient levels.  

Overall, our findings show that NERD-seq can expand coverage of non-coding genome 

while still being able to detect poly(A) transcripts detected by the standard protocol. 
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NERD-seq can efficiently detect various classes of short non-poly(A) ncRNAs in contrast 

to the standard approach.  

  We then questioned whether NERD-seq is able to detect known classes of non-poly(A) 

ncRNAs, which has been also one of our major motives for developing this method. To this end, 

we have first generated the relative read density distribution plots around the TSS of four classes 

of ncRNAs: snoRNAs, snRNAs, scRNAs and srpRNAs. As mentioned above, for validating our 

results, in order to exclude any lab-specific technical systematic errors, in addition to the data 

generated by us through the standard approach for the same RNA pool, we have also employed 

external direct RNA-seq data generated from the same organ (brain) and the same standard 

approach(64) for the comparison with our NERD-seq data (presented in Supplementary Figures 

S2 and S3).  

As shown in Figure 4, for three out of four of these classes, snoRNAs, snRNAs and 

srpRNAs, the standard approach can hardly detect any of them, while it also significantly 

underperforms in the case of scRNAs (KS < 0.05) compared to NERD-seq. In contrast, NERD-

seq produces robust distributions for all four classes (see also Supplementary Figure S2 for a 

comparison with external data). Then, we asked whether NERD-seq can detect another important 

class of non-poly(A) ncRNAs, tRNAs, that have been shown to be very frequent target of RNA 

modifications. As shown in Figure 5A, NERD-seq produces a robust distribution around the TSS 

of these RNAs (see also Supplementary Figure S3 for a comparison with external data). 

Interestingly though, as in the case of scRNAs, the standard approach can still detect some of 

them, though almost three-fold less than NERD-seq. Although tRNAs are known to be non-

polyadenylated, it appears that they can still be detected by a poly(A)-selecting approach, such 

as the standard direct RNA-seq, presumably when they are marked with poly(A)s during 

degradation(67). As discussed below, this finding denotes the importance of an RNA-seq 

approach that can detect the non-poly(A) RNAs, as those may represent an entirely different 

biological context compared to the ones marked for degradation. 

Finally, we examined the level of rRNA contamination in our data. As in the case of tRNAs, 

rRNAs are also marked with poly(A) tails for degradation, so even the standard approach is 

expected to detect some long rRNAs as shown in Fig.5B, which also applies to NERD-seq. 

Interestingly, in addition to the background rRNA detected in the standard approach, NERD-seq 

distribution around the rRNA TSS depicts a strong peak approx. 120-140nt wide, suggesting the 

existence of short rRNA fragments generated from this position that are missed by the standard 
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approach (see Supplementary Figure S3 for a comparison with external data). Such rRNA 

fragments called rRFs, have been described as being capable of modulating rRNA transcription 

and function(68). As well, these fragments are important to cell survival and proliferation(69) in a 

sex, tissue, and population specific manner(70). 

These results show that NERD-seq can efficiently expand direct RNA-seq capabilities to 

detect multiple classes of short non-poly(A) ncRNAs that may be missed by standard RNA-seq. 

 

NERD-seq allows for the detection of LINE 1 produced ncRNAs. 

As shown in Figure 2C, reads mapping to LINE elements are overrepresented in NERD-

seq. ncRNAs from LINEs have been described in the past to be important for preventing 

neurodegeneration with its interaction with homeoprotein b in dopaminergic neurons(71). Also, 

they function to aid SINE RNAs in retrotransposition(72,73). LINEs span genomic regions around 

5KB or more. We wanted to identify hotspots across the LINE elements producing the RNAs 

detected by NERD-seq. To this end, we mapped reads generated by both the NERD-seq and 

standard approach across the LINE metagene, which was constructed by aligning all known LINE 

elements in mm10 at their start site (Figures 6A and B, respectively). As shown in these figures, 

consistent with our findings in Figure 2C, LINE elements in NERD-seq data present multiple 

locations mapping ncRNAs compared to the standard approach. We then attempted to pinpoint 

the exact LINE elements producing these ncRNAs. To this end, we compared the read coverage 

of NERD-seq reads across all the major LINE elements listed in the UCSC mm10 repeat masker 

annotation track and presented at Fig.6C the three top-ranking ones based on read coverage 

numbers. As shown in this figure, NERD-seq read coverage of LINE elements comes 

predominantly from the L1 family, which far outweighs the following two families. This is confirmed 

by plotting NERD-seq reads at the respective L1 metagene (Figure 6D) and comparing this plot 

with that of other LINE families, such as L2 (Figure 6E). These results reveal the ability of NERD-

seq to detect ncRNAs derived from LINE elements. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Expanding our understanding of the epitranscriptome and its constituting RNA 

modifications, and why and where RNA edits occur, is expected to have profound influence on 

our understanding of how cells use RNA in different signalling and functional contexts(74,75), and 

how cells recognize internally transcribed RNAs compared to dysfunctional RNAs and RNA-
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related threats. The Nanopore platform and direct RNA-seq have opened new avenues for such 

studies. However, the standard direct RNA-seq approach prevents us from leveraging the full 

potential of this technology by excluding the detection of critical RNA classes that constitute some 

of the main targets of such modifications. Here, we present an approach that addresses these 

issues. NERD-seq can not only successfully detect mRNAs and poly(A) ncRNAs detected by the 

standard approach, but expands the detection of ncRNAs to all major classes of non-poly(A) 

ncRNAs. At the expense of reducing coverage of protein-coding RNAs for only 15% (decrease of 

95% of overall reads to 80%), NERD-seq allows the successful detection of snoRNAs, snRNAs, 

scRNAs, srpRNAs and tRNAs. With the evolution of the Nanopore technology and the significant 

increase in the sequencing yield through ONT platforms such as PromethION, this small decrease 

in coverage of mRNAs can easily be tolerated. Moreover, while not amplifying full-length rRNAs, 

which is often undesirable, it can still detect rRFs that has recently proved to be critical in various 

biological contexts such as cell proliferation and survival(69) and rRNA transcription 

modulation(68).  

For our comparison between NERD-seq and the standard protocol we chose hippocampal 

tissue due to its rich epitranscriptome variability throughout neurodevelopment and upon 

conditional treatment(61-63). Hippocampi exhibit high transcriptional activity and genome-

environment interactions, while also being responsive to environmental and physiological 

changes(76-79). Additionally, it is a tissue that has received considerable attention for its role in 

memory formation and learning, and its early dysfunction in disorders such as Alzheimer’s and 

Parkinson’s disease and during cancer treatment(45,52,80-85). 

Application of NERD-seq revealed similar metrics regarding base yield and a slightly 

improved N50, while generating almost three times the number of reads generated by the 

standard approach. This is a critical point, given that a significant increase in the number of 

RNA fragments to be sequenced could have reduced pore viability, motor protein fuel 

reserves and, thus, overall yield. An important observation that has arisen from our 

optimization experiments for this approach is the importance of adding random primers 

during the first-strand synthesis. Performing the first-strand synthesis at a higher temperature 

has undisputable advantages in resolving RNA structures that could impede the process. 

However, at this temperature RNA degradation is highly accelerated, which could result in a 

huge increase in the proportion of very short fragments (and overall of RNA fragments to be 

sequenced), which, as mentioned above, could be overwhelming for fuel reserves and 

detrimental for yield. Addition of random primers and a preliminary first-strand synthesis step 
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at a lower temperature (50C) before proceeding to higher temperature seems to prevent this 

and protect RNA from such degradation.     

Our approach has enabled for the first time in-depth Nanopore PromethION sequencing 

in a neural mouse tissue, and the first direct RNA-seq in hippocampus ever with both the standard 

and our new NERD-seq approach. All classes that are detected by NERD-seq have been shown 

to bear critical roles in neural cells, and, thus, by expanding capabilities for studying their 

epitranscriptomes, NERD-seq will help further understand the mechanisms underlying this type 

of regulation. For example, snoRNAs have been shown to be key players in the RNA modification 

machinery but, until now, the standard approach does not allow to test for the impact of such 

changes on snoRNAs themselves in terms of potential self-regulatory loops. Moreover, marking 

of ncRNAs with poly(A) for degradation makes them the only ncRNAs in their class to be detected 

by the standard sequencing methods, adding a significant confounding factor, as any detected 

RNA modifications detected may be only connected with their degradation process and not with 

their other functions. NERD-seq can now identify those otherwise undetectable ncRNAs and 

increase the overall portfolio of RNAs  

Nevertheless, this study leaves unanswered some important questions. For example, 

NERD-seq is able to detect more ncRNAs derived by LINEs compared to the standard 

approach, a finding that we have narrowed down to L1 elements, however, this finding is 

complicated by the large length of L1 elements. In particular, the identity of these L1-

associated RNAs and whether they are related with previous ncRNAs described in LINEs, 

such as clusters of piRNAs, is unclear. Our attempt to associate the location of these ncRNAs 

with known locations of piRNAs was inconclusive, partially due to the large number of piRNA 

locations and their wide genomic distribution. Unfortunately, Nanopore sequencing does not 

allow for accurate basecalling of small RNAs such as piRNAs, which means that we cannot 

use the current datasets to search for a correlation between piRNA locations and that of our 

identified L1-associated ncRNAs. Application of Illumina sequencing has been neither 

conclusive due to the repetitive nature of these elements. Elucidating the identity of these 

ncRNAs lies beyond the scope of the current study, and future studies should elucidate the 

nature of these RNAs. 

Overall, based on our findings, NERD-seq presents a simple but powerful approach 

for transcriptome and epitranscriptome analysis that expands our ability to exploit in full the 

potential of the Nanopore sequencing technology. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Figure 1. Description of the NERD-seq approach.   

(A) Illustration of the standard  Nanopore direct RNA-seq approach and the types of RNAs it can 

theoretically detect. ncRNA: non-coding RNA; rRNA: ribosomal RNA; mRNA: messenger RNA 

(B) Illustration of the NERD-seq approach and the additional types of RNAs (short non poly(A) 

ncRNAs) it can theoretically detect. 

(C) Experimental design of the current study. 

 

Figure 2. NERD-seq enables the generation of reads with higher coverage for the non-

coding genome.   

(A) Comparison of read length distribution between the standard direct RNA-seq and the NERD-

seq approach.  

(B) Percentage of reads aligning to the coding (exons) and non-coding portion of the genome in 

standard and NERD-seq approaches. 

(C) Coverage (percentage) across various coding and non-coding genomic elements for standard 

and NERD-seq reads. 

 

Figure 3. NERD-seq can detect mRNAs and poly(A) ncRNAs. 

(A) Relative read density distribution around the Transcription Start Site (TSS) of known genes 

for standard and NERD-seq. A metagene model has been constructed by aligning all known 

genes at their Transcription Start Site (as estimated by the use of Eponine at mm10(51)). 

Distances at X axis correspond to absolute distance (in nucleotides; nt) 500nt upstream (left) and 

downstream (right) from TSS. The arrow next to TSS depicts the direction of transcription. Read 

density is calculated by dividing the number of reads aligning to each position, divided to the total 

number of reads and elements (genes) that construct the metagene. KS: Kolmogorov–Smirnov 

test (KS) < 0.05 for the comparison between the two distributions.  

(B) Relative read density distribution around the Transcription Start Site (TSS) of SINE B2 RNAs 

(repeat masker mm10) for standard and NERD-seq. 
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Figure 4. NERD-seq can detect snoRNAs, snRNAs, scRNAs and srpRNAs. 

(A) Relative read density distribution around the Transcription Start Site (TSS) of snoRNAs for 

standard and NERD-seq. X, Y axis and KS-test as in Figure 3.  

(B) Relative read density distribution around the Transcription Start Site (TSS) of snRNAs. 

(C) Relative read density distribution around the Transcription Start Site (TSS) of scRNAs. 

(D) Relative read density distribution around the Transcription Start Site (TSS) of srpRNA. 

 

Figure 5. NERD-seq can detect tRNAs and ribosomal RNA fragments (rRFs). 

(A) Relative read density distribution around the Transcription Start Site (TSS) of known tRNAs 

(mm10) for standard and NERD-seq. X, Y axis and KS-test as in Figure 3.  

(B) Relative read density distribution around the Transcription Start Site (TSS) of rRNAs (mm10). 

 

Figure 6. NERD-seq detects LINE L1 associated ncRNAs. 

(A) Normalized counts of reads from NERD-seq mapped across the first 5000nt  of a metagene 

constructed by all known LINE elements (repeat masker UCSC mm10). The metagene model has 

been constructed by aligning all known LINEs at their start site (base #1 in each element’s DNA 

sequence). Distances at X axis correspond to absolute distance (in nucleotides; nt) 5000nt 

downstream from the start. The arrow below the graph corresponds to the sense direction of the 

elements. Normalized read counts per position are calculated by dividing the number of reads 

aligning to each position to the total number of reads. 

(B) Same as in (A) but for standard direct RNA-seq reads. 

(C) Coverage (percentage) across all LINEs and across the three LINE subfamilies for NERD-

seq reads. The three LINE subfamilies with most aligned reads have been selected and are 

depicted here. 

(D) Normalized counts of reads from NERD-seq mapped across the first 5000nt  of a metagene 

constructed as in (A) but by all known LINE L1 family elements. 

(E) Normalized counts of reads from NERD-seq mapped across the first 5000nt  of a metagene 

constructed as in (A) but by all known LINE L2 family elements. 
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